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Book 1 in the breathtaking sci-fi space saga inspired by astrology that will stun fans of the Illuminae
Files and Starbound series.
At the dawn of time, there were 13 Houses in the Zodiac Galaxy. Now only 12 remain....
Rhoma Grace is a 16-year-old student from House Cancer with an unusual way of reading the stars. While
her classmates use measurements to make accurate astrological predictions, Rho can’t solve for ‘x’ to save
her life—so instead, she looks up at the night sky and makes up stories.
When a violent blast strikes the moons of Cancer, sending its ocean planet off-kilter and killing thousands of
citizens—including its beloved Guardian—Rho is more surprised than anyone when she is named the
House’s new leader. But, a true Cancrian who loves her home fiercely and will protect her people no matter
what, Rho accepts.
Then, when more Houses fall victim to freak weather catastrophes, Rho starts seeing a pattern in the stars.
She suspects Ophiuchus—the exiled 13th Guardian of Zodiac legend—has returned to exact his revenge
across the Galaxy. Now Rho—along with Hysan Dax, a young envoy from House Libra, and Mathias, her
guide and a member of her Royal Guard—must travel through the Zodiac to warn the other Guardians.
But who will believe anything this young novice says? Whom can Rho trust in a universe defined by
differences? And how can she convince twelve worlds to unite as one Zodiac?
Embark on a dazzling journey with ZODIAC, the first novel in an epic sci-fi-meets-high-fantasy series
set in a galaxy inspired by the astrological signs.
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From reader reviews:
William Vogt:
Now a day people who Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by connect to the internet and
the resources inside can be true or not call for people to be aware of each data they get. How many people to
be smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the correct answer is reading a book. Reading a
book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information specifically this Zodiac book as this book offers you
rich info and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there is no doubt in it
you may already know.

Jennifer Galaviz:
Spent a free time and energy to be fun activity to try and do! A lot of people spent their down time with their
family, or their very own friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, about to beach,
or picnic from the park. They actually doing same every week. Do you feel it? Do you want to something
different to fill your personal free time/ holiday? Can be reading a book may be option to fill your free time/
holiday. The first thing that you will ask may be what kinds of book that you should read. If you want to try
look for book, may be the book untitled Zodiac can be excellent book to read. May be it may be best activity
to you.

Kevin Swafford:
The reason why? Because this Zodiac is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for you to
snap the item but latter it will surprise you with the secret that inside. Reading this book beside it was
fantastic author who else write the book in such wonderful way makes the content within easier to
understand, entertaining method but still convey the meaning totally. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this anymore or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of benefits than
the other book have such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking means. So , still want to
delay having that book? If I were being you I will go to the reserve store hurriedly.

Paula Salas:
Reserve is one of source of information. We can add our information from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen want book to know the change information of year to year. As we know those
ebooks have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, may also bring us to around the world. By the
book Zodiac we can consider more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative people? To be creative
person must prefer to read a book. Merely choose the best book that suitable with your aim. Don't always be
doubt to change your life by this book Zodiac. You can more attractive than now.
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